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Late medieval clay figurines –  
toys, devotional items or decoration? 
A few remarks on the relationship 
between function and iconography

Ewelina J. Kowalczyka

Late medieval clay figurines can be divided into two iconographic groups: religious motifs 
that are usually interpreted as devotional items and profane motifs believed to have been used as 
toys or decoration. Nevertheless, this approach needs to be revised in view of the distinction 
between iconography and function that should be made according to many researchers, who see 
the owner of an object as the one who decided about usage in specific situations. The paper 
discusses the different functions that different types of figurines could have served. It also reflects 
on the connections between iconography and the role assigned to a figurine by the user, as well 
as on discrepancies in that matter. The border between sacrum and profanum was rather fluid in 
the Middle Ages and religious figurines could have been used in not religion-related situations 
and profane ones in religious activities.
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Late medieval mass-produced clay figurines are characteristic of the area of the 
German-speaking lands as well as the Netherlands, but a huge number of these were 
also discovered during archaeological excavations in other regions that were under 
strong influence of the culture of those lands, such as Bohemia, Moravia and Silesia 
(Borkowski 2004: 209). Most of the artifacts date back to the 15th and the early 16th 
century.

The Rhenish-Dutch borderland is considered to be the birthplace of the production 
of these so-called pipe-clay figurines, or Pfeifentonfiguren in German (Neu-Kock 
1993: 28–29; Borkowski 1998a: 52, 2004: 207). They were pressed in two-piece moulds, 
which indicates that it was a serial production (for the technology, see also, e.g., Neu- 
-Kock 1988, 1993; Richter, Standke 1991: 43; Borkowski 1998, 2004; Hermann 2004; 
Kowalczyk 2012, 2013a; Kowalczyk and Siemianowska 2014). They were so popular at 
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that time that they were sometimes exported far beyond the borders of the Holy 
Roman Empire. Finds of such figurines, proved to be of Dutch or Rhenish origin, 
were reported even in England (Ward-Perkins 1967: 293), Finland and Iceland (Mehler 
2009: 99, 103). There are numerous figurines in museum collections in those countries, 
e.g. in the Museum of London or Turku Castle (Finland). They are mostly unpub-
lished, but may be seen on permanent or temporary exhibitions.

The existence of specialised craftsmen responsible for the production of such items 
was confirmed by both literary and archaeological sources. In Dutch and Rhenish 
documents, dated to the 15th and 16th century they are referred to as Bilderbäcker, Bil-
dermacher, Bilddrucker, hillegenbakker or Beeldedrucker. Their workshops were suppos-
edly located in Cologne, Utrecht, Kampen, Liège, Worms and a few other cities of 
present-day Germany (e.g., Leeuwenberg 1965: 151–166; Neu-Kock 1988: 6, 1993: 4, 
12–13; Borkowski 1998a: 51, 2004: 207). These locations still need confirmation for the 
most part. The most important archaeological find is a pit filled with hundreds of 
fragments of broken clay figurines, discovered adjacent to relics of a furnace in Cologne, 
in the area of Breslauer Platz. The figurines are claimed to be the production waste 
from a Bilderbäcker’s workshop (Neu-Kock 1988, 1993).

The local production of ceramic statuettes was also confirmed recently in Silesia. 
Even though this production was rather peripheral and not fully specialised as in 
Rhineland and the Low Countries, it contributes importantly to research on clay 
figurines, Silesia being the easternmost region where local workshops were identified 
in the archaeological record (Borkowski 2004; Kowalczyk 2012, 2013a: 78–83). There 
is no historical record, however, to support the archaeological finds (Borkowski 
1998:  51). The workshops were located probably in Wrocław, Dzierżoniów and 
Głogów (Kowalczyk 2012: 26–101, 2013a: 78–83, 90) and ongoing and future archae-
ological excavations in Silesian towns may surely bring new discoveries.

The variety of iconographic motifs represented by the figurines is considerable. 
They can be divided into two basic categories: religious and profane (or secular). Tra-
ditionally, the religious figurines are interpreted as devotional objects and the profane 
ones as toys or decoration (see, e.g., Borkowski 1998a, 1998b; Neu-Kock 1988, 1993; 
Hoffmann 1996), but this somewhat simplified approach requires revision. Researchers 
increasingly point to the need of making a distinction between an object’s religious or 
profane iconography and its religious or profane function. It is emphasized that the 
one making a decision about how an item was to be used in a given situation was the 
owner (e.g., Hoffmann 1996: 136; Grönke and Weinlich 1998: 15; Hermann 2004: 38; 
Měchurová 2009: 181–182). This approach sounds obvious, but even so it is mature 
and insightful. Religious figurines may well have been used accidentally as toys while 
profane statuettes could have played a part in religious scenes.

Different depictions could have been used in different ways (see also: Kowalczyk 
2012: 88–98, 2013a: 78, 2013b: 18–19; Kowalczyk and Siemianowska 2014: 86–87), 
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in some cases proved by archaeological and historical sources or works of art, in others, 
purely hypothetical. The relation between their iconography and function should be 
considered on the grounds of a few examples, keeping in mind that new data may 
be forthcoming from the extensive archaeological investigations being conducted in 
many European cities.

Sacred motifs are much more differentiated as a group compared to the profane 
ones. Their function appears to have varied depending on the iconography, but it is 
assumed that they were mostly used for religious purposes, generally as devotional 
figures used in private worship (Richter and Standke 1991: 42; Neu-Kock 1993: 25; 
Grönke and Weinlich 1998: 16; Borkowski 2004: 212). This assumption derives from 
the close relation to iconographic motifs, especially devotional ones, that had become 
widespread in Gothic art of the late medieval period (see Marcinkowski 1994). Such 
themes as the Saints, Nativity Cycle, Passion, various renderings of the Virgin Mary 
and Child, and many others were introduced or became very popular as a result of the 
huge changes in religiosity that started in the 13th century (Eörsi 1984: 8–17; Huizinga 
1987: 147–192; Swanson 2000; Szulc 2007; Bylina 2009). A new, individual model of 
devotion was established (Eörsi 1984: 13, 16–17; Huizinga 1987: 147–148; Borkowski 
1998a: 53, 1998b: 14–16; Szulc 2007) and specific cults, like the Veneration of Saints, 
the Virgin Mary, Nativity and Passion developed (Huizinga 1987: 149, 159–171;  Swanson 
2000: 35–36; Richter and Standtke 1991: 42; Szulc 2007: 173–227; Bylina 2009: 74–90). 
Devotion concentrated on the human aspects of Christ and his earthly life (Borkowski 
1998b: 14–15; Szulc 2007; Bylina 2009: 68). The activity of St. Francis of Assisi and 
St. Bernard of Clairvaux (Kłoczowski 1974; Chéllini 1996: 289–297; Szulc 2007: 171; 
Bylina 2009: 75), as well as the development of the devotio moderna movement in the 
Netherlands and Rhineland in the 14th century (Huizinga 1987: 156, 172, 185–186, 
189, 192, 216, 248; Chéllini 1996: 391–395; Bielak 2002: 39–73; Bylina 2009: 68–69), 
were probably responsible for these processes. Local examples of unusual piety, 
like St.  Hedwig in Silesia, were also significant in spreading the new trends. Moreover, 
St. Hedwig was supposed to have been buried with her beloved figurine of the Virgin 
Mary and Child, and it is thus that she is sometimes depicted in art (Dola 1995; Bor-
kowski 1998a: 54). All these transformations are clearly visible in the world of medieval 
 iconography as well.

Saints as well as the Virgin Mary and Christ were considered mediators between 
God and his followers, who fulfilled God’s plans on Earth (Huizinga 1987: 161; Bor-
kowski 1998a: 52, 2004: 212–213). And depictions were symbolic representations of 
their presence providing everyday contact with the sacred (Borkowski 2004: 212–213; 
Kapustka 2008: 14; Bylina 2009: 119). People in the Middle Ages tended to focus on 
images and gestures, which played an important role in communication, because they 
were usually illiterate. That is why the trend to depict ideas was so strong at that time 
(Huizinga 1987: 147). However, they seem to have distinguished intuitively between 
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cult miraculous paintings and devotional images which were based on the holy inter-
vention of the depicted characters (Kapustka 2008: 10, 23, 50).

Saints were beseeched for assistance in difficult situations (Bylina 2009: 80) even 
in the 19th century (Stomma 2000: 140). Their depictions could have been stored in 
the household, for example, in the so-called God’s corners (Neu-Kock 1993: 24; Bor-
kowski 2004: 212), but they could also have been used as a kind of charm kept in the 
pocket, to ward off evil, dangers and woes. People would choose a saint appropriate 
to their problem (Borkowski 1998a: 53). It is logical that these sacred yet human char-
acters were closer and more understandable to the faithful than the powerful and 
impersonal God, yet there is a pagan note in this attitude, underlining this Christian 
tradition (Borkowski 1998a: 53–54, 1998b: 19). In the Late Middle Ages, the specific 
central European cult of The Fourteen Holy Helpers was very popular (Neu-Kock 
1993: 15–16; Wachowski 2013: 128–129). K. Wachowski points out that the popularity 
of some saints from this group, such as St. Catherine, St. Barbara or St. Margaret, 
could have been connected with the outbreak of the Black Death pandemic in Europe 
in 1348–1349 (Wachowski 2013: 128–129).

One aspect of the relation between the figurines and so-called fine art should be 
emphasized, namely, the connection with late medieval altarpieces. Having a set of 
figurines, including the Virgin Mary and Child, the Virgin Saints, male Saints and 
other motifs which were very popular among clay statuettes, gave the opportunity to 
reconstruct a typical Gothic altarpiece in the house, such as the type dedicated to the 
Four Virgin Saints, both in terms of iconography and ideological program (See also: 
Kowalczyk 2013b: 29–30). The liturgy became more accessible to ordinary people in 
the Late Middle Ages (Kłoczowski 1974: 168, 172; Borkowski 199a: 53), so they could 
see all the beautiful works of art inside the churches. They might have desired to 
transfer these images to their homes, as they were deeply settled in their imagination 
(Gabriel and Kracíková 2010: 2, 31). Some of the figurines, like the Virgin Saints, have 
flat backsides, just like the regular altarpiece sculptures very often. It might indicate 
that the figurines were intended to be set against a wall. Another interpretation has 
the figurines being put in the places endangered by epidemics, hence their flatness 
(Wachowski 2013: 129), but this has not been proven. This issue is closely interknit 
with devotional function, but it definitely merits noting as a separate research problem. 
Scholars generally agree that such home altars constructed with the use of clay figurines 
could have been popular in the Middle Ages (Richter and Standke 1991: 42; Neu-Kock 
1993: 24; Borkowski 1998a: 52, 2004: 212; Grönke and Weinlich 1998: 15; Hermann 
2004: 38).

The other important situation, in which people could have made use of clay figu-
rines, were re-enactments and reconstructions of biblical, apocryphal and hagiographic 
scenes and cycles. This might have its roots in medieval art as well as in liturgical 
dramas and mystery or miracle plays that were very popular in the Middle Ages. 
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The plays took place in churches and the favoured themes were the Nativity cycles, 
the Passion cycles and the miraculous interventions of the Saints. Clay figurines ena-
bled people to organise such ritual and non-ritual re-enactments at home, as the 
archaeological finds consist of the images of various Saints, the Virgin Mary and dif-
ferent depictions of Christ, both as a child and an adult in Passion-related iconographic 
themes, such as Crucifixion, Ecce Homo and Vir Dolorum.

Some of the motifs at least could have also been connected with pilgrimages, which 
were common in the Late Middle Ages. Many pilgrimage centres developed through-
out Europe at the time. Each of them had its own characteristic tin alloy badges and 
other souvenirs that were sold to the pilgrims and regarded as a proof of a completed 
pilgrimage. The badges usually depicted patrons of the centres and therefore we have 
Virgin Mary and Child from Aachen, the Magi from Cologne or to mention a local 
Silesian example, St. Hedwig from Trzebnica (Wachowski 1998, 2005, 2011: 133–134). 
Some researchers claim that clay figurines could have also served as pilgrimage souve-
nirs (e.g., Neu-Kock 1993: 30; Grönke and Weinlich 1998: 16; Borkowski 1998a: 52, 
2004: 212). A clay depiction of the Virgin Mary and Child was discovered in archae-
ological excavation at the famous Marian sanctuary of Einsiedeln in Switzerland. It is 
a 17th-century, baroque-style statuette, the dating and identification confirmed by an 
inscription on the figurine containing the words ‘MARIA ENSIDLENSIS’ and the 
date (Grönke and Weinlich 1998: 108, Fig. 27). The said Silesian place of pilgrimage 
in Trzebnica could have also offered clay depictions along with the tin alloy badges 
(Wachowski 1998: 72–73). A find of a clay image of St. Hedwig was discovered among 
almost two hundred fragments of broken figurines in a wood-lined pit during the 
excavation of Dominikański Square in Wrocław (Borkowski 2004). More importantly, 
figurines, like badges, were believed to gain special powers by contact with the actual 
relics of saints (Murray Jones 2007: 93).

Figurines could have served votive functions sporadically as well (Richter and 
Standke 1991: 42; Borkowski 1998a: 54). As recorded in the Gesta principum Polonorum, 
a chronicle ascribed to Gallus Anonymus, the Polish king Władysław I Herman was 
supposed to have sent a small golden figurine depicting a child to St. Gilles in France 
in order to ask the saint for help. St. Gilles was believed to have the power to heal 
infertility (Witkowska 1978: 98–99; Borkowski 1998a: 54). Poorer people might have 
used cheaper clay statuettes for such purposes. And these votive practices could have 
taken place at pilgrimage places as well.

Special attention must be paid to depictions of the Christ Child. One of the most 
typical motifs is the Nativity scene, or rather Jesus lying in a crib, which may have 
been part of a larger realisation. The Child is usually depicted with the cross-nimbus 
over the head and an apple in his hand. The apple should be interpreted as a symbol 
of the upcoming Passion, as well as a representation of royal power. Jesus is sometimes 
paired in the crib with John the Baptist, who holds a chalice in his hand. The custom 
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of setting such a crib, especially at Christmas time, originated in medieval convents 
where nuns gathered around the crib, prayed and sung religious hymns (Richter and 
Standke 1991: 42; Neu-Kock 1993: 26; Hoffmann 1996: 148; Měchurová 2010: 101–102). 
This custom may have also been cultivated by ordinary people in their houses and clay 
figurines would have been a useful, easily accessible and probably affordable accessory 
(Gabriel and Kracíková 2010: 229–230).

The other motif connected with the Child Jesus is the so-called New Year’s Jesus. 
The image of the Child holding a goldfinch, cross or other symbols of the Passion was 
popular in late medieval graphic art (Heitz 1900; Neu-Kock 1993: 24). The figure was 
usually accompanied by banderols with New Year’s wishes, to which the name of the 
motif refers. It is assumed that such clay statuettes might have been gifts, given for the 
New Year or on other occasions (Neu-Kock 1993: 24; Grönke and Weinlich 1998: 15; 
Borkowski 2004: 212).

Apart from all the described religious functions, religious figurines could have been 
used in everyday, not directly religion-related situations. The biblical re-enactments 
and reconstructions might have played an entertaining role for both children and 
adults (Gabriel and Kracíková 2010: 231). The distinction between a ritual and a play 
was not quite evident as most scholars would agree (Hoffmann 1996: 136; Hermann 
2004: 38; Měchurová 2009: 181–182, 2010: 99; Gabriel and Kracíková 2010: 231). Rituals 
as well as other religious activities had generally a great deal in common with plays, 
transferring the participants temporarily into a different reality (Huizinga 2007: 37). 
People were familiar with biblical, apocryphal and hagiographic stories, so they could 
have reached for them while playing and having fun. The educational character of such 
plays should also be stressed. Sacred figures, such as the Virgin Mary, Christ and Saints, 
were regarded as good examples of morality for children to follow. Giovanni Dominici 
in a document from the year 1405 suggests that parents should keep holy images at 
home and use them as role models for their offspring of how to be good Christians 
(Hoffmann 1996: 136–137; Borkowski 1998: 29; Měchurová 2010: 99). This aspect 
definitely balances on the border between the religious and the profane.

It may seem slightly trivial that such religious statuettes served also as decoration in 
the household, place on shelves or on a mantelpiece. This apparently secondary function 
is definitely worth noting. As clay figurine production has been proved to be mass and 
serial, the figurines were not likely to be kept as a sign of high social status. They were 
not included in testaments or other documents (Borkowski 1998a: 51), which indicates 
that they did not have any special value. However, they differ among themselves in 
quality and some of them could have been valued higher than others and therefore 
more exclusive. Unfortunately, it cannot be said whether the statuettes were somehow 
fashionable. Some of the finds come from medieval castles, which might suggest that 
they were rather not considered as something disregarded or despised at that time.
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The second iconographic group is made up of profane motifs. These are also fairly 
diversified and could have been used in countless ways. The decorative function appears 
as the most obvious one and might have been fulfilled by all the depictions from this 
range (Neu-Kock 1993: 23–25). As said earlier, they were often interpreted as children’s 
toys. Each figurine could have been useful in many different plays and there are various 
detailed studies on this issue (e.g., Borkowski 1995; Hoffmann 1996; Měchurová 1994, 
2009, 2010). Female depictions might have been considered as dolls, just like images 
of babies in cradles (e.g., Hoffmann 1996: 148), at least the ones that cannot be inter-
preted as depictions of the Child Jesus due to lack of characteristic attributes. Adults 
may have used the figurines for entertaining purposes as well.

One of the entertaining roles of clay statuettes should be discussed in more detail 
as it reflects the cultural background of late medieval Europe. This is the re-enactment 
of tournaments and other scenes from courtly life, including courtly love (Neu-Kock 
1988: 26, 1993: 23; Borkowski 1995: 102, 104; Hoffmann 1996: 136). Today, we would 
call it a kind of a puppet show. Depictions of knights, horsemen, horses and ladies 
were useful in the matter. Some of them, those with holes, could have been put on a 
stick in order to make them easier to operate. Types of such figurines have even been 
distinguished, namely Lanzenpferdchen with a hole in the front and Aufsteckpferdchen 
with a hole in the bottom (Borkowski 1995: 103; Hoffmann 1996: 151; Měchurová 
2010: 102). This assumption is supported by the fact that the depicted dresses are often 
related to medieval courtly fashion as well as by miniatures in medieval codices 
(Borkowski 1995: 104; Měchurová 2009: 182). In fact, tournaments were very popular 
in the Late Middle Ages and even ordinary townsmen participated as spectators in this 
form of mass entertainment (Borkowski 1995: 104; Piwowarczyk 2000). Courtly life 
had a huge influence on people’s imagination. Moreover, it created a typical situation 
in which the poorer looked up to those of higher social status and patterned their life 
on theirs, even if only for fun (Hoffmann 1996: 136). Other scenes that may have been 
reenacted were taken from the townsmen’s everyday life, from hunting, popular legends 
and fairytales (Hoffmann 1996: 136; Měchurová 2010: 99). It may be assumed that 
images of knights, ladies, peasants, craftsmen, animals and centaurs among many 
others were used in such scenes. A huge number of figurines depicting everyday activ-
ities was discovered, for example, in Augsburg (Hermann 2004: 138–139).

There are figurines that obviously served symbolic functions, such as depictions 
of  couples holding a chalice or wreath, as well as men with rings in their hands  
(Neu-Kock 1988: 32, 1993: 18–19, 56–57). These figurines referred directly to love and 
wedding symbolism, which is a separate issue (Wachowski 2011: 129–130, 2013: 11–83). 
Interestingly, a wedding-related figurine found in Cologne has a satirical, or rather 
moralising character at the same time. The couple is dressed in late medieval costume 
and holds a wreath but from the back, the lady is seen reaching for the man’s pouch. 
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This might be interpreted as a warning not to trust all women, as they can be interested 
only in a man’s wealth (Neu-Kock 1993: 18–19, 56–57).

There are many other satirical depictions among the clay figurines, especially those 
from the Rhineland. There are examples of monkeys playing musical instruments and 
jesters in their characteristic costumes, supposedly connected with the theme of the 
Garden of Love (Neu-Kock 1993: 19–20, 64). This would refer to courtly life as well. 
One of the most interesting humorous motifs is the so-called Goldscheisser, known 
from finds from Germany, Bohemia and Silesia, and generally dated to the 16th or early 
17th century (Pazda 2002; Sedláčková 2003). It depicts a man with lowered pants, sitting 
on a pot or simply defecating. It surprisingly resembles the figure of a Caganer which 
is typical of Catalonia and neighbouring areas since at least the 18th century. It is still 
used in Nativity scenes there. These few topics are related to the idea of the carni-
valesque and the reversed world, which was popular in late medieval and early renais-
sance literature.

Among the profane motifs there are also images that can be referred to as por-
nographic, as they depict naked couples in explicit poses (Neu-Kock 1988: 27, 1993: 
19, 58). However, a simply erotic meaning may not be that obvious once insight is 
gained into the matter. There is a large number of obscene tin alloy badges known 
from Europe (see www.medievalbadges.org) and they were sold in pilgrimage places 
alongside the pilgrim badges. Their obscene character, seen with our modern sensibil-
ities, could have involved magical connotations connected with fertility. There are 
some records suggesting that badges were believed to help with impotence and infer-
tility (Murray Jones 2000). This might have been the case with the figurines as well. 
Christian and pagan beliefs and rites were mixed together for a very long time after 
the conversion to Christianity and in some ways they still are (Borkowski 1998a: 54).

Profane figurines could have also fulfilled strictly religious functions. They could 
have built the background for biblical and hagiographic scenes and re-enactments 
(Hoffmann 1966: 136–137), e.g., in the Nativity or the Passion. Similar solution are to 
be noted in medieval paintings and other works of art. People in contemporary dresses 
filled the composition when needed.

The wealth of representations among the late medieval clay figurines is fairly rich 
and provides numerous interpretations. The possibilities discussed in the paper are not 
the only valid ones and only some of them are confirmed by archaeological or historical 
sources. Moreover, both religious and profane functions can sometimes be assigned to 
a single motif, depending on the situation. As said above, it was the owner who decided 
on a specific use.

Nevertheless, as the presented review demonstrates, in most cases the iconography 
could have determined the intended function, or at least the spectrum of possible 
functions. The connections between iconography and function are more obvious 
than  the discrepancies. The owners made use of the religious figurines in many 
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religion-related activities and the profane motifs were more likely to be used as toys 
or decoration. And they were probably designed and produced having these purposes 
in mind. However, we need to remember that in the Middle Ages, the border between 
the sacrum and profanum was rather fluid (Huizinga 1987: 147). Sometimes it is even 
hard to categorize the function.

Studies on the function of different groups of archaeological sources give countless 
possibilities of interpretations. Additionally, these are everyday items that show us a 
kind of life in past époques that was not recorded in other types of sources, including 
documents. 

Studies of the iconography of archaeological artifacts is not a popular research 
subject, as it requires a combination of methodological approaches from two disci-
plines, archaeology and art history. It is important, however, to conduct such inter-
disciplinary studies in view of the broader context that they afford and the deeper 
insight into a matter that they allow. This is especially vital in medieval studies and 
archaeology of historical periods.
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